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and consider the sum S N = Z 1 +Z 2 + • • • ^JV-It can easily be shown that (cf. Bartlett [1] p. 37),
where X^t), X 2 (t) • • • X,(t) are the latent roots of P(t) = {p i} e ih ") and s^i) and t'f(t) are the column and row vectors corresponding to A { (t), and so constructed as to give t' { (t)Sf(t) = 1 and ^(0) = t\, s,(0) = s t , where t' { and s t are the corresponding column and row vectors, considering the matrix P(0) = P. Denote t' t {t)p 0 by a^^).
We assume that E[^r*\X T _ 1 = E,] exists for real t in an interval / about zero, and for all E t . Hence Efe 5 "*] exists for t in I and therefore can be differentiated any number of times with respect to t in /. We have, differentiating (1) once, putting t = 0, and noting that t' t (t)Sj(t) = d iS , (2) We denote the third and fourth terms on the R.H.S. of (2) If the Markov chain is initially stationary, i.e. if the initial distribution p 0 is the same as the limiting distribution s lt we have
E(S N ) = NX[(0).
In this case the random variables {Z r } have indentical distributions, and we have A^(0) = E(Z), the mean of the common distribution.
THEOREM. Let b(< 0) and a(> 0) be two fixed numbers and let n be the smallest positive integer such that S n does not lie in the open interval (b, a). Then, (3) E[S n ] = E(n)E(Z)+xi(0)-E[P'(0\X n )] where f!(t\X n ) is the jth element of t'^t), if X n = E t .
The above result is the Markovian analogue of Wald's lemma [3] :
for the sequence of independent and identical random variables {Z r }.
PROOF. Consider two positive integers M and N, with M > N. Let P N and Q N denote the probability that n ^N and n > N respectively. (It can be proved, [Phatarfod [2] ] that for all s, N'(1-P N ) -> 0 asIV -> oo.) Let E* and E** denote conditional expectations under conditions n sj 2V and n > N respectively. We then have,
We also have from (2),
From (2), (4), (5) and (6), we obtain, giving us the required result (3).
